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Abstract. Consideration of a common assumption in the theory of weak stability of

linear multistep methods for ordinary differential equations leads to the study of a

class of linear multistep methods with mildly varying coefficients. It is well known that,

in the case of constant-coefficient methods, optimal stable methods suffer from weak

instability. Corresponding methods of the new class, of step-number 2 and 4, which do

not suffer from weak instability are derived.

1. Introduction. The general linear multistep method for the numerical solution

of the initial-value problem

(l.i) y' = fix,y) ;      yia) = n

on an interval a 5= x — b may be written as

* k

(1-2) E <XiVn+j  =  h  E ßifn+j
3=0 3=0

where y¡ = yix,), f¡ = f(x¡, y¡), x¡■ = a + jh and h, a¡ and ßj are constants. The

theory of the convergence of the solution of (1.2), with appropriate starting values

to the solution of (1.1), is well understood [1], [2]. In particular, the necessary and

sufficient conditions for convergence are that the linear multistep method be con-

sistent, and stable in the sense that the associated polynomial p(f ) = E/=o ctjY has

all its roots of modulus less than or equal to unity, and has no multiple roots of

modulus unity. The main effect of this important theorem is that, in general, we

reject out of hand any method of class (1.2) which is not stable and consistent. It is

well known, [1], that the maximum order that a stable linear fc-step method can

attain is k + 2 and that this order can be achieved only when k is even and all the

roots of pit) have modulus unity. In this paper we shall refer to stable linear fc-step

methods of order k + 2 as optimal stable methods.

The theorem of Dahlquist does not, however, guarantee that a stable con-

sistent method will give satisfactory numerical results when we calculate with a

fixed nonzero value for h ; nor does it help us to choose a value for h which can be

expected to give acceptable results for a given initial value problem. To answer this

last point, theories of weak, conditional or numerical stability have been developed

by many authors [3], [4], [5]. In particular, it is known that optimal stable methods

exhibit weak instability.

It is the purpose of this paper to show that, by replacing the constant co-

efficients ctj, ßj of (1.2) by variable coefficients a¡ + /ía3(x„), ßi + hbj(cn), wThere
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the a¡(x) and b¡(x) are functions specified by the particular differential equation

under consideration, it is possible to control the weak stability characteristics of

the method. In particular, the weak instability associated with optimal stable

methods can be removed, and stabilized versions of these methods are derived in the

cases k = 2, k — 4. It is hoped that the analysis, which is necessarily restricted to

the case of a scalar differential equation, will throw light on the mechanism of weak

stability.

The investigation starts from a consideration of the assumptions commonly

made in theories of weak stability. A typical argument runs as follows. Let the

method (1.2) be stable and consistent, let the exact solution of (1.1) be Y(c) and

let Yj denote Yixf). Then

k k

2-1 ai*i'+i  =  "   2-1 ßiJ\Xn+i,   Yn+i)   -{-In
3=0 3=0

where T„ is the local truncation error. If {yn\ now denotes the computed solution

of the difference equation obtained by substituting for/ from (1.1) in (1.2), then

*- k

E Oijyn+j  =   h  E ßifiXn+i, yn+i)   + Rn
3=0 3=0

where Rn is the local round-off error. Subtracting these two equations, and applying

the Mean Value Theorem, gives the following equation for the accumulated error,

t,t = Yn — y,t:

k k .,   r

(1-3) E aifn+i  =  h  E iif  iXn+i, in+j)tn+j + E„
3=0 3=o      ay

where %n+j G iVn+j, Yn+f) and En = Tn — Rn. Two assumptions are now made:

Assumption (a). En = E, constant.

Assumption (b). df(r, y)/dy = — q, constant.

The error equation now reduces to the linear constant-coefficient difference

equation

k

(1.4) E («i + hqßj)en+i = E .
3=0

If rm (to = 1, 2, • • -, k) are the roots (assumed distinct) of the polynomial

E5=o (otj + hqßj)r', then the solution of (1.4) is

k / k

tn= 2ZBfp-T-E/{hqiZß,
3=0 \ 3=0

where B¡ (j = 0, 1, • • -, k) are arbitrary constants. Obvious modifications are made

in the case when the roots rm are not all distinct. As h —> 0, the roots rm tend to

the roots tm of p(f) and, in particular, there will exist a root rx which tends to

fi = +1, since, by consistency, pCf) must have a root at +1. By stability, the

remaining roots fm (to = 2, 3, ■ ■ ■, k) of p(f) all lie in or on the unit circle. Weak

instability in a stable method arises when, for some range of hq, any of the roots

rm (m = 2, 3, ■ ■ ■, k) lie outside the unit circle (or outside the circle |g| = |ri| if the

weak instability is defined in a relative rather than an absolute sense). The most

familiar example of this phenomenon arises with Simpson's rule, for which we

■
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find tx = 1, t2 = -1, rx = +1 - hq + Oih2), r2 = -1 - \hq + 0(h2), whence

the well-known fact that the method exhibits weak instability (both absolute and

relative) for all positive h, when df/dy is negative.

Of the two assumptions (a) and (b) made in the above argument, (b) is the

harder to justify. It is strictly valid only in the case fix, y) = —qy,q constant, and

it is not difficult to fabricate differential equations for which the assumption is

difficult to accept.

In this paper, we propose replacing Assumption (b) by

Assumption (b'). dfixn+j, £n+f)/dy = —qix„), (j = 0, 1, • ■ -, k).

Thus we ignore variations in df/dy throughout the interval spanned by the

method, but permit variation of df/dy with n. [In the analysis which follows, we

do not need to make Assumption (a).] The error equation (1.3) now reduces to

it

(1-5) E Wi + hqixn)ßj\tn+j = En ,
3=0

a linear difference equation with variable coefficients. We do not make the analysis

of this equation any harder, and may well make it more profitable, if we replace

ctj by otj + hajixn) and ßj by ß} + hb,ix„). We are thus motivated to study a class

of linear multistep methods with variable coefficients.

2. Linear Multistep Methods with Mildly Varying Coefficients. The class of

methods is defined by

k k

E àjiXn)yn+j  =   h   E ßiiXn)fn+j

(2.1)     ,=0 j=0

àjixY) = cij + hajixn) ; ßjixY = ßj + hbjixn) ,

where a¡, ßj are constants and |fflí(a;)| = A, \b¡ix)\ = B for all x G [a, b], ij = 0,

1, • • -, k), where A and B are finite constants.

We cannot proceed with confidence to study the application of method (2.1)

with a fixed nonzero value for h until we have established the conditions under

which the solution of (2.1), with appropriate starting values, will converge to the

solution of (1.1).

Order and Consistency. Define the linear difference operators L and M by

k k

L[yix);h] = E ^iVix + jh) - A E ßill'b + Jh) ,
3=0 3=0

k k

M[yix) ; x; h] = E a¡ix)yix + jh) - h E bj(x)y'ix + jh) .
3=0 3 = 0

L is the operator associated with the constant-coefficient linear multistep method

(1.2), and its order p is defined in the usual way. If M is applied to a sufficiently

differentiable function y(x), we obtain

M[yix);x;h] = D0ix)yix) +hDxix)y'ix) + ■■■ + hsDYx)yMix) +

If Do(a;) = Di(a;) = • • • = Dr(x) = 0 for all x G [a, b] and Dr+x(c) ¿¿ 0 for some

x G [a, b], then we say M is of order r.
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Let the operator L associated with (2.1) be defined by

L[yix);x;h] = L[y(c);h] + hM[yix);x;h] .

Then the order of L is defined to be p = min (p, r 4- 1). Method (2.1) is defined to

be consistent if L has order p = 1.

Stability. The method (2.1) associated with the operator L is said to be stable

if the operator L is stable.

Theorem 1. A sufficient condition for the method (2.1) to be convergent is that it be

stable and consistent.

Proof is by a direct extension of the proof given by Henrici [2, pp. 242-246], for

the corresponding theorem in the case of constant coefficient methods. That the

extension is possible is a consequence of the dependence of Henrici's proof on a

lemma (Lemma 5.6 of [2]) concerning the growth of solutions of a linear difference

equation whose coefficients are mildly varying in just the sense that the coefficients

of (2.1) are mildly varying. Details of the proof are given in the Appendix.

It is of interest to note that without further conditions on a¡(x) and bj(x) we

cannot show that stability and consistency are necessary for the convergence of

the method (2.1). However, in later sections of this paper we shall be concerned with

the case where the variable parts a¡ix) and bj(x) of the coefficients in (2.1) are

chosen proportional to q(r). The following result holds.

Theorem 2. For the subclass of methods (2.1) for which o,(a;) = a¡qix), bj(x) =

bjqix), where qix) = —df(x, y(x))/dy and a¡, bj (J =• 0, 1, • • -, k) are constants,

stability is necessary for convergence.

Proof. If the method is convergent, then it is so for the initial-value problem

y' = fix) ; yia) = n. For this problem q(x) = 0, and hence a3(x) = bj(x) = 0 for all

x. Method (2.1) is then equivalent to method (1.2) whose stability is necessary for

convergence, by the theorem of Dahlquist [1], [2]. The result follows, since stability

of (1.2) implies stability of (2.1).

Similar reasoning applied to the question of the necessity of the consistency

condition breaks down, since consistency of (1.2) does not imply consistency of (2.1).

However, the existence of a convergent but inconsistent method of the subclass

described in Theorem 2 would be of little practical interest, since its truncation

error would be of order h.

3. The Choice of Variable Coefficients. We assume that method (2.1) is stable

and consistent. Under Assumption (b') the error equation which arises when we

apply (2.1) to (1.1) with a fixed nonzero value for h is

k

(3.1) E Wi + hajixn) + hq(x„)[ßj + hbjixn)]}e„+j = En .
3-0

Since we would like to choose aj(c) and b¡(x) in order to minimise the chances of

(2.1) developing a weak instability, we might be tempted to make the choice

(3.2) ajix) = -ßjqix) , ij = 0, 1, • ■ -, k) .

This is a practical possibility, since q(x„) = —df(xn, yn)/dy may be computed step-

by-step along with the solution. However, consistency demands that the order of

the operator L be at least one, and that of the operator M be at least zero. The first
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of these two requirements implies

(i) ao + ax + ■ ■ • + oik = 0, and

(ii) ax 4- 2a2 +  • • • + kak = ß0 4- ßx 4-  • • • + ßk, while the second implies

(iii) aoix) + ai(a;) + • • • + akix) = 0 for all x G [a, b]. Condition (3.2) together

with (iii) can hold for all q(x) only if E*=o ßj — 0, which, with (i) and (ii) implies

that the polynomial p(f) has a double root at f = 1, contradicting the assumption

that (2.1) is stable.

It is of interest to observe that if, despite the resulting instability, we were to

make the choice (3.2) and use the remaining degrees of freedom in choosing co-

efficients in such a way that the order of (2.1) be as high as possible, we would find

that the fc + 1 coefficients bj(x) would be defined by a set of k 4- 1 linear constant-

coefficient equations whose inhomogeneous terms w-ere all proportional to qix).

Thus the bjix) as well as the a¡ix) would turn out to be proportional to q(x) and,

by Theorem 2, the instability of (2.1) would necessarily cause divergence.

Since direct attempts to remove the terms of order h in (3.1) fail, we must find

a solution for (3.1) in a form which indicates how an advantageous choice for the

variable coefficients may be made. Let

(3.3) <pjin) = ajixn) + qixn){ßj + hbjixY} ,        ij = 0, 1, ■ ■ ■ ,k) .

The error equation (3.1) may now be written as

* k

(3.4) E a-itn+j = En — h E <Piin)t„+i,
3=0 3=0

where there is no loss of generality in taking ak = +1. We now formally regard (3.4)

as a constant-coefficient linear difference equation with an inhomogeneous term

represented by the whole of the right-hand side. The complete solution of such an

equation may be expressed as the sum of the complementary function and a par-

ticular solution; moreover, the latter may be represented as the convolution of the

inhomogeneous term with the Green's function. Let {r;„} be the complete solution

of the reduced equation

k

(3.5) E OCjen+j = 0 .
3=0

The Green's function {zn\ is then the particular solution of (3.5) satisfying initial

conditions zo = zx =  ■ ■ ■ = zk-2 = 0, zk~x = 1. We then have

n n—l

(3.6) €„ = tin +   E Zn-tdt = 1?« +  E Zn-tdt ,
1=1 (=1

where

k

dt = Et-x — h E 'Pjit — l)e¡+3-i •
3-0

Since the right-hand side of (3.4) contains the dependent variable en, (3.6) is not,

of course, a solution of (3.4), but represents an alternative form of the Eq. (3.4).

Direct substitution establishes that (3.6) and (3.4) are indeed equivalent.

Define
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k

(3.7) dt* = Et-x - h E *y(« - l)vt+j-i ■
3=0

From (3.6) and (3.7) it follows that

* ( Í+3-2

dt* - dt = A E <Piit — l)l   E Zt+;-.-id<
3=0 k.    s=l

t+k-2   (   k \

= h   E   i E 0j(¿ - 1)zí+/-«-i (d,
8=1       1.3=0 J

if w-e take zn to be zero, when n is a negative integer. From the definition of zn, we

see that the expression in braces in the last equation vanishes when t < s, and hence

we may write, for k è 2,

t

(3.8) d(* = dt + h 2Z^tsds,    t=l,2,---,T
S=I

where

*is  =   E #>'(' —   l)z<+J-_,_l .
3=0

For any fixed T let d* be the vector with components dx*, d*, ■ • •, dY sind d be the

vector with components dx, d2, ■ ■ ■, dr. Then, since $is = 0 when s > t, we may

write (3.8) in the form

d* = (7 + A*)d ,

where <1> is a lower triangular matrix. Moreover, if the original method (2.1) is

stable, zn is bounded as n —> », h —> 0, nh fixed, and thus, recalling the definition

(3.3) of 4>jit — 1), we see that $is = 0(1) in this limit. Hence for sufficiently small

h the inverse of 7 4- A$ exists, and we may write

d = (/ 4- Ä#)-1d*

or, equivalently,

t

(3.9) dt= 2Z*tds*,       t=l,2,---,T,
s=l

where ^is = 0 when s > t. Since (3.9) holds for any T, we may, from (3.6) express

the solution of the error Equation (3.4) in the form

(3.10) €n  =  Vn +   E 2»-0  E ttsds* )  .

If we now consider the case when p(f) = Ei-o aY' bas distinct roots f i, f2, ■ ■ •

f„ satisfying the condition of stability, we may write nn = Ep=i Aptvn, where

Ap, p = 1,2, • • ■, k are arbitrary constants. (If tq, f5+1 are a conjugate pair of com-

plex roots, than Aq, Aq+x will be taken to be complex conjugates.) From (3.7), we

may write

(3.11) dt* = Et-x -hJZ AvtY~XEvit - 1)
p-X
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where

FÁt- 1) = 2Z<Piit~ 1)S¿.
3=0

On substituting for r¡n and ds* in (3.10) and rearranging, we find

(3.12)

«n = E Ap\tPn - h n2Zzn-t[2Z^UPs~lFPis - 1))
p_l I f_l \s=l /

n-X /    t \

+   E Zn-il   E IptsEs^x )  ■
(=1 \s=l /

This equation displays the solution for e„ in the form of complementary function

plus particular solution, the former being a linear combination of fundamental

solutions of the form tpn 4- Pp(n), where

Ppin) = -h JZzn-lÍZ4«'tp"%(s - 1)) ,       p = 1, 2, • • -, fc .
i=l \s=l /

Pp(n) may be interpreted as a perturbation of the corresponding fundamental

solution tpn of the equation Eî-o Cjtn+j = 0.

We shall now show that if Fp(s — 1) = 0(A) for all s as A —> 0, n —► », ?iA

fixed, then the perturbation Pp(n) = 0(A). To do this, we must find the order of

magnitude of the coefficients fu- From (3.8) it is clear that

*»-ttW,-0(1)'   < = 1'2'---
since $(i = 0(1). Assume ^(, = 0(A) for s < t, t = 2, 3, • • •, q. From (3.8) and

(3.9)

d*+x = (1 + h$q+x,q+x)dq+x + A E *8+i.«) E ^»«4.* f •

Hence

<+i =(14- A$9+i,5+i)ds+i + A E 1 E 'ï'î+i.jV'iufdu* •

Comparing with d*+1 as given by (3.9), we have

tq+x.q+i = 1/(1 + A$3+i,ç+i);     ^î+1,„ = AÍ E $<i+i,iïiu)/il + A$3+i,5+i) ,

w = 1,2, •••,?.

Since *8+i,3 = 0(1), ^3„ = 0(A) for m < j — q by hypothesis, and since q = n,

we conclude \pQ+x,u = 0(A), m = 1, 2, ■ ■ ■, q. Direct computation establishes that

^21 = 0(A) and so, by induction, it follows that \pu = 0(A) for s < t as A —» 0,

n —» oo, nh fixed.

Since ¿ :S n and |fp| ^ 1 by stability, then, if Fp(s — 1) = 0(A) for all s,

iZttJp^Fpis- 1) = 0(A)
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and, since zn~t is bounded as n —> œ, Pp(n) = 0(A).

Thus, by choosing a¡(x) and bj(x) such that FPis — 1) = 0(A) we can control

the perturbation in the corresponding fundamental solution to remain 0(A) as

A —» 0, n —» oo, nh fixed. For a consistent method, one of the roots fp will be 4-1 ;

let Çx be this root. Since weak instability is due to uncontrolled growth of the

perturbations of the solutions corresponding to the other roots, we are motivated

to choose aj(x) and bj(x) such that

(3.13) FPis - 1) = 0(A) for alls,       p = 2, 3, • • -, k .

(It is of interest to note that to achieve Fp(s — 1) = 0(A) for all s, p = 1, 2, 3 • • -,

k, it turns out that we have to make the very choice for dj(a;), bj(x) which we found

abortive in (3.2).)

We now take as our specific target the removal of the weak instability associated

with optimal stable constant-coefficient methods. Since these occur only when the

step-number is even, we consider the cases k = 2, fc = 4.

Case k = 2. From (3.13) the appropriate choice for a¡ix) and b¡(x) will cause

F2is - 1) = 0(A) for s = 1, 2, • ■ •. From (3.3) and (3.11), we see that this can be

achieved if we take

ajixn) = âjqixn) ,        ij = 0, 1, 2)

and

â0+ ßo + Mdl + j8l) + tt'iá, + ft)  = 0 .

If at the same time we seek the highest possible order for the method, we find,

taking bjixn) = bjqix„), (J = 0, 1, 2)

«2=1, oil = 0 , ao = —1 ,

(3.14)

1 _ 4 _ 1
02   —   o  ) ßl   —   \7, ßo  —  7, ,

ß2 = 3C, Oi= — ô, ßo = "5 — X,

t 1    ,   3C £ 2.4X t o     .   X
b2 - 36 + 3" ' 6l=~9+3'      6o" ~^6~ + 3" '

It is readily seen that the method defined by these coefficients is stable and con-

sistent; it is, indeed, of order four, its principal truncation error being

hi[-^y™ixn)-±qix»)yli\xn)]

The parameter 3C is free, and from the form of the principal truncation error it is

clear that we cannot utilize this freedom to increase the order beyond four.

In a recent paper Brunner [6], using a different approach, has succeeded in

removing the weak instability from optimal stable linear multistep methods in the

case when they are applied to specific linear differential equations. In the case k = 2,

Brunner's formula is
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(1 + hL)yn+2 — hLyn+1 — y„

(3'lö) = ~ [(4 + 5AL)/„+2 + 4(4 + 2AL)/„+x + (4 - hL)f„] ,

where L is a stability parameter. If in (3.14) we take X = §, and put q(xH) = 3L the

resulting formula is identical with (3.15). However, in Brunner's formula the

stability parameter L is a constant, which is chosen according to the specific

problem. Thus, for a fixed value of A, the coefficients in Brunner's formula are

constant, whereas those of (3.14) will vary with q(cn) as the computation proceeds.

Thus the two methods coincide only when X = § and the differential equation is

linear with constant coefficients.

Returning to (3.14) we still have the choice for the parameter X at our disposal.

From (3.3) and (3.11) it is seen that F2ixn) can be made identically zero rather than

0(A), if we satisfy the additional condition

(3.16) So + r26i + r22S2 = 0 .

From (3.12) we see that this choice will cause the perturbation in the fundamental

solution corresponding to the nonessential root t2 to be completely annihilated.

We find, from (3.14), that (3.16) is satisfied if X is given the value 1/6, and with

this value Eqs. (3.14) define the following method:

(3.17)

I 1 + g hqix„)\yn+2 - 7, hqixn)yn+i + \ — 1 + - hq(cn) \yn

= A<j|  g + 77j Ag(x„)J/„+2 + - fn+1 + [ g - Y2 hlM\f»

This may be regarded as a stabilized modification of Simpson's rule.

In passing, it is of interest to observe that if (3.17) is applied to the differential

equation y' = Qy, Q constant, the resulting difference equation is

(l - | hQ + ¿ A2Q2)y„+2 - hQijn+x - (l + \ hQ + ¿ h2Q2Jyn = 0

whose exact solution is

Í3 18) v  - A A + HQ + AAVV ,   ■   .
(3'18) *"" Hi-jÄQ + AJkV/ '

where Ax and A2 sire arbitrary constants. Hence if Q < 0, y„ —> A2i~l)n as n —> oo

for any fixed positive h. Thus, all solutions of the difference equation are bounded

as n —> oo and, moreover, if the initial conditions y o = C, yx = CeQh 4- 0(A5) are

satisfied, the bound will be of order A5. This convergence property, besides cor-

roborating that (3.14) does not suffer the weak instability that Simpson's rule

would when applied to the equation y' = Qy, Q < 0, is close to the concept of

A-stability defined by Dahlquist [7]; ^.-stability, however, is defined in terms of a

system of linear differential equations, and requires that all solutions of the resulting

system of difference equations should not only be bounded, but should tend to zero

as n —> oo for any fixed positive value of A. Dahlquist has shown that the most

accurate linear multistep method which is 4-stable is the Trapezoidal Rule; if this
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method is applied to the equation y'  = Qy the exact solution of the resulting

difference equation is

h-A\l-hhQ)

The expressions

1 + |AQ 1 + HO + tV a2Q2
1-hhQ   anü    l-iÄQ + AÄV

are both Padé approximations to e"3. The price that has to be paid for the more

accurate approximation employed in (3.18) is the introduction of the spurious

second solution A2( —1)"; the spurious solution is, however, bounded as n —► oo,

for all fixed positive A, and by appropriate choice of initial conditions the bound

can be made of the order of the local truncation error.

Case k = 4. By a similar analysis, whose details we omit, we can find a set of

coefficients for which

(i) the roots of the polynomial Ey-o aiY satisfy the condition of stability;

(ii) FPis - 1) = 0(A) for all s, p = 2, 3, 4; and

(iii) the method has order six.

These coefficients, which correspond to (3.14) in the case of k = 2, are functions

of two free parameters, and it is not possible to satisfy the three additional condi-

tions which would make 7,p(s — 1) =0. Thus for k = 4, there exists no formula

analogous to (3.17). The underlying reason for this is that in the case k = 2 it

happens that the constant-coefficient method of maximal order, namely Simpson's

rule, is stable. This is not so in the case k = 4, where the method of maximal order

is unstable. Thus, in demanding that the roots of p(f) satisfy the condition of

stability, we have effectively used up parameters which would otherwise have

been at our disposal.

However, the set of coefficients does define a class of formulae analogous to that

defined by (3.14). Choosing the two free parameters to give the least cumbersome

values for the coefficients yields the following formula :

17 1 19 7 19
L1 + 90 hq^ JJn+i ~ 45 hl(xn)yn+3 + 7-: hqixn)yn+2 - — hqixn)yn+i

+    -1 + TTÄhqixn) \yn

(3.23) L JU j

= nU + m hi^\în+i + Li + íio *íHK»* + ilu+2

+ Ll   -  Ï8Ô *«<*>J*H-1   + [if  - H hqiXn)\în

The principal truncation error of this formula is

h L9452/(7>^n') _ 4^20*V)z/<6)(a;„)J .
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4. Numerical Example. We consider the initial-value problem

y'= -10(2/- I)2;       2/(0) = 2,

which we integrate over the range [0, 5]. The theoretical solution is

1
y = l +

10a; + 1

Thus df/dy is negative throughout the range of integration, and we expect Simpson's

rule to exhibit weak instability. The equation is integrated with A = 0.1, first using

Simpson's rule, and then using (3.17), with qix„) = —20(yn — 1). The results are

shown in Table 1, in wrhich starting values are underlined.

Table 1

x Theoretical Solution Simpson's rule Formula (3.17)

0.0 2.000 000 2.000 000 2.000 000
0.1 1.500 000 1.500 000 1.500 000
0.2 1.333 333 1.302 776 1.333 333
0.3 1.250 000 1.270 115 1.249 579
0.4 1.200 000 1.165 775 1.200 050

3.8 1.025 641 0.867 153 1.025 815
3.9 1.025 000 0.953 325 1.024 819
4.0                      1.024 390                              0.850 962 1.024 565

4.8 1.020 408 0.040 686 1.020 583
4.9 1.020 000 -5.990 968 1.019 820
5.0                      1.019 608                      -394.086 1.019 782

Appendix. Proof of Theorem 1. Using the notation and partial results of Henrici's

proof, we have

L[y(cm);xm; A] = L[y(cm); A] 4- hM[yixm);xm; A] ,

where

\L[yixn);h]\ =Kxikh)h

and

M[yixm);xm; A] = [a0(a;m) 4- ax(xm) 4- • • • 4- aYxY)]yixY)

+ [axixY) 4- 2a2(cm) + • • • + kakixY)]y'ixm)h

4- 0'[|ai(a;m)| 4- 2|a2(a;m)| 4- • • • + k\ak(xY)\]xikh)h

— [boixm) 4- bxixY) + • ■ ■ + bYxm)]y'ixY)h

— <t>[\boixm)\ + \bx(xm)\ + • • ■ 4- \bk(cm)\]xikh)h ,
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where |tf>| ̂  1, \<t>'\ Ú 1.
For all x G [a, b], we have

(i) \ajix)\ = A, \bjix)\ = B, ij = 0, 1, • • -, fc), by (2.1),
(ii) ao(x) 4- ai(a;) 4-  • • • 4- ak(x) = 0, by consistency, and

(iii) |i/'(x)| ^ F, where F is a finite constant, since y'ix) = /(a;, y(x)), being a

continuous function of x on the closed interval [a, b], is necessarily bounded on

[a, b].

Thus  \M[yixm); xm; h]\   ^   (fc  +   l)A(|/cA   4-  S)^  4-  xP)|,  and hence

|7[j/(a:m); .t.ot; A]| ^ K'xikh)h 4- GA2, where

Tí' = 7i~ + ik + l)A(i/cA + B) ,       O = (fc + l)Fi\kA 4- £) .

On subtracting L[yixm); xm; A] from the corresponding relation

ákixm)ym+k + • • • + àoixm)ym — h[ßkixm)fm+k + • • • + ft(a;m)/m] = 0

we obtain

(A 11    ôiYxY)em+k + • • • 4- äo(xm)em — h[ßkixm)gm+kem+k + • • • + ft(xm)gmem]

= em[K'xikh)h + Gh2] ,

where em = ym — y(xm) and

_    ij\Xm, y-m)      j\Xm, yKxm))\Cm    ,   em ?= U,

0 ,    em = 0

and where |0m| = 1.

On rewriting (A.l) in the form

iakem+k + • • • + cioeY)

— h{[ßkixm)gm+k — akixm)]em+k + ■ ■ • + [ßoixm)gm — a0ixm)]em\

= 6m[K'xikh)h + Gh2] ,

we see that Henrici's Lemma 5.6 applies with

A = [K'xikh) + Gh]h

sind

B* = £[|/3o| + • • ■ + Iftl + hik + 1)B] + ik + 1)A ,

where £ is the Lipschitz constant of fix, y). Since K'xikh) 4- GA —> 0 as A —> 0,

the proof is concluded exactly as in Henrici.
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